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CERTIFIED UNDER USA ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY (EPA).
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1.0	Introduction
1.1
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!

WARNINGS
& SAFETY
warnings & safety
precautions

PRECAUTIONS

TP - Wood Warning
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1.2

warranty

TP - Napoleon - Wood Warranty
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1.3

dimensions
Figure 1.3a-c

1.4	INSTALLATION OVERVIEW

This fireplace and its components are designed to be installed and operated as a system. Any alteration to or substitution for items in this system, unless allowed by these installation instructions, will
void the Warnock Hersey listing and may void the product warranty. It may also create a hazardous
installation. Read through these instructions thoroughly before starting your installation and follow
them carefully throughout your project.
Figure 1.4
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2.0	General information
All wiring should be done by a qualified electrician and shall be in compliance with local codes and
with the National Electric Code ANSI/NF No. 70-current (in the United States), or with the current
CSA C22.1 Canadian Electric Code (in Canada).
This fireplace has not been tested with any vented or unvented gas log set. To reduce risk of fire or
prevent injury, do not install a vented or unvented gas log set into the fireplace.
Your fireplace must be installed in accordance with all national and local building code standards and the standard
of Chimney and Fireplaces, Vents and Solid Fuel Burning Appliances NFPA #211. Consult the authority having jurisdiction (such as municipal building department, fire department, fire prevention bureau, etc.) to determine the need
to obtain a permit. If you are in doubt about the proper installation for your situation, contact your dealer or local building
or fire official. The manufacturer does not guarantee that this
fireplace and its options will completely heat your entire home.
Negative pressure within your home may inadvertently affect
your fireplace.

2.1

FEATURES
• Maximum log length of 25"				
• Large firebox capacity - 2.78 cu. ft.
• Long burn time - up to 12 hours 			
• Large doors with ceramic glass for maximum visibility
• Firebrick lining for firebox protection 			
• Optional 440 CFM blower for convection heat
• Thermostat for automatic control of the blower		
• Inside or outside air for combustion
• BTU Output per hour 10,000 to 60,000 (Cord wood method)

2.2

HEATING SPECIFICATIONS
Approximate Heating Capacity up to 3,000 square feet (Will vary with the home's floor plan, insulation and outside temperature).

2.3

ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Where applicable the blowers and motors draw < 12 amps.

2.4

packing list
Shipped with fireplace:				
Installation manual 					
Baffle							
Ember Strip						

2.5

Shipped with faceplate:
Installation instructions and hardware
Shipped with the door(s):
Installation instructions and hardware

California prop 65
Use of this product may produce smoke which contains chemicals known to the State of California to cause
cancer, birth defects, or other reproductive harm.

2.6	epa compliance
This heater has been tested in accordance with standard 40, section 60 of the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA).

TP - Care of Glass_Wood
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2.7

CARE OF GLASS

2.8	hi-efficiency heating

To operate this hi-efficiency fireplace as a basic system, the blower is not required, however, to enhance its
efficiency a blower is recommended.

2.8.1 Hot air gravity vent system (nz220)

All hot air gravity vents must be insulated.
May be used to distribute heat to an adjoining room (located either above, or beside the room containing the fireplace) by way of vents,
eliminating the need of an additional blower. While this system may be used in conjunction with the optional blowers, it could reduce
Figure 2.8.1b
the flow of hot air being distributed to additional rooms. It must be
Figure 2.8.1a
experimented with and the dampers adjusted manually
to suit your requirements. This may take a few attempts;
thereafter adjustments should no longer be required as
is normally experienced with your central heating system
registers. No more than two hot air gravity vents can
be installed to fireplace. Individual vent runs are not to
exceed 10 feet.
Figure 2.8.1c

W415-0711 / 10.03.08
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2.8.2	central heating system (nz62ch)

May be used to heat rooms up to 50 feet from the fireplace. A wall mounted thermostat located in the room to be heated
controls the blower supplying warm air from the room containing the fireplace. Consult with a heating specialist to ensure
a proper duct layout for your home. If the NZ62CH is installed at the
bottom of the fireplace, it could introduce a cool draft Figure 2.8.2a
into the room that the fireplace is installed in. When
attached to the
top or sides of
the fireplace,
it provides a
higher heat
output. This opFigure 2.8.2b
tion may not be
used in mobile
homes.

Figure 2.8.2c

2.8.3	blower circulation (nz64)
The NZ64 provides an ideal means of circulating warm air within the room it resides.
The blower will only operate when the doors are fully closed.
We recommend installing the blower in a different room or even a different level of the
house. This will generate greater air movement and improve the distribution of the
warm air coming from the fireplace as well as improving air movement in the summer
months if using the summer by pass switch option.
These options may be incorporated with one another. If the optional blower is to be
installed, make provision during framing to route a 110 volt power line to the fireplace.
Detailed installation instructions are included with each venting kit.

W415-0711 / 10.03.08
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3.0 installation planning

3.1	location and clearances

Do not install into any area having a height less than 7 feet (ceiling of enclosure to fireplace bottom,
excluding hearth height).
IMPORTANT
This fireplace, fully dressed, weighs 575 lbs. Ensure there is adequate floor support for the fireplace, chimney
and finishing material. Some material could weigh thousands of pounds.
We recommend that the fireplace be secured to the
floor in all cases.

Figure 3.1

Remove and discard the lifting handles. Bend the tabs
down and secure the fireplace to the floor.
The location of windows, doors and the traffic flow in
the room where the fireplace is to be located should be
considered. If possible, you should choose a location
where the chimney will pass through the house without
cutting a floor or roof joist.

TP - Installation Planning
W415-0711 / 10.03.08
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3.2	combustion air
Model NZ3000 has the option of taking outside air directly into the
fireplace through the opening on the left hand side or taking
inside air through the lower front grille or a combination
of both. Figure 3.2a-b.

Figure 3.2a

If the optional outside air kit (available through your authorized
dealer) is installed, it must not draw air from the attic or garage.
It may only come from outside the house. The maximum length
of the 4" air duct is 20 feet; thereafter enlarge the duct to a 6"
diameter.
Decide on the most convenient location for the outside air inlet
duct and hood which may be installed above or below floor
level but must be installed above grade level.
Make a 5" hole in an outside wall of the house. From
outside, place the outside air hood into the hole, open side
down.
At each end, carefully pull back the insulation sleeve exposing
the flexible duct. Apply sealant to both the outside air hood
collar and the connector collar at the fireplace. Place the
insulated flexible duct over the outside air hood and over
the fireplace outside air connector. Carefully push the
insulation sleeve back over the duct. Using the clamps,
fasten the insulated duct into place on both sides.
Figure 3.2c.

Figure 3.2b

Cold air flow can be minimized by
putting a dip or loop in the duct
creating a cold air trap.
Figure 3.2c. This trap can also
help prevent heat build-up and
exhausting out the intake due to
stack effect. The outside air kit
inlet should be positioned in a
manner that will not allow snow,
leaves, etc. to block the inlet. In
some installations the air duct
may need to be run vertically.

Figure 3.2c

W415-0711 / 10.03.08
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3.3	ember strip and Hearth extensions

Hearth extensions are to be installed only as described to prevent high temperatures from occurring on concealed combustible materials. Hearth ember strips prevent burning or hot particles from inadvertently falling
directly on combustible surfaces in the event the building should settle and disturb the original construction.
An acceptable 54" x 20" non-combustible (i.e. brick, stone or ceramic tile)
hearth extension must be installed.

Figure 3.3

The hearth must extend a minimum 20" in front of the fireplace
although if raised a minimum of 6 1/2" the 20" may be reduced to a
minimum of 18".
The hearth must extend a minimum of 6" to both sides of the
fireplace (54").
The hearth must be a minimum of 1" thick cement board (or
equivalent) plus ¼" ceramic tile.
Ensure that the gap between the fireplace and a non-combustible
hearth extension is sealed with sand/cement grout or covered with
an ember strip (or both) to prevent sparks and embers from falling
into this area.
Raised hearths must be constructed of non-combustible materials
such as cement blocks or bricks.
While the fireplace can be installed directly on the floor, a non-combustible hearth extension is required in front
of the fireplace, that must not be built higher than the bottom of the fireplace faceplate. It may therefore be
advisable to build the fireplace on a raised platform.
A raised hearth together with the fireplace built on a raised platform is recommended for easier wood loading and
fire viewing.

W415-0711 / 10.03.08
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3.4	hearth examples
Figure 3.4a-d
flush hearth

raised hearth

raised fireplace

Raised hearth and fireplace
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3.5

minimum clearance to combustibles
Maintain these minimum clearances to combustibles:
Framed Enclosure:
Rear 					
- 0" to stand-offs
Sides					
- 6"
Ceiling (Enclosure)			
- 84" from the base of the fireplace
Ceiling (Room)				
- 84" from the base of the fireplace
Chimney 				
- 2"
Hot Air Gravity Ductwork Insulation
- 1"
Objects placed in front of the fireplace must be kept a minimum of 48" away from the front of the fireplace.

3.6	Minimum clearances to combustible enclosures
Figure 3.6a

Figure 3.6c

A minimum of 6" is required to combustibles from the
side of the fireplace.

Figure 3.6b

NOTE: When constructing the enclosure allow
for finishing material thickness to maintain
clearances.

W415-0711 / 10.03.08
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4.0	chimney installation

Figure 4.0a

Never install a single wall slip section or smoke pipe in a chase structure. The higher temperature of this
single wall pipe may radiate sufficient heat to combustible chase materials to cause a fire.
To avoid danger of fire, all instructions must be strictly followed, including the provision of air space
clearance between chimney system and enclosure. To protect against the effects of corrosion on those
parts exposed to the weather, we recommend that the chase top be painted with a rust-resistant paint.
Maintain a minimum 2" air clearance to all parts of the chimney system at all times. Failure to maintain this
2" air clearance will cause a structure fire.
Detailed instructions for installation of the chase top, storm collar and termination cap are packaged with
these parts.
Firestop spacers must be used whenever the chimney penetrates a ceiling/floor area.
To avoid danger of fire, all instructions must be strictly followed, including the provision of air space
clearance between chimney system and chase. To protect against the effects of corrosion on those parts
exposed to the weather, we recommend that the chase top be painted with a rust-resistant paint.

TP - 7" Chimney
W415-0711 / 10.03.08
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Figure 4.0b-d

Figure 4.0e

TP - 7" Chimney - 2
W415-0711 / 10.03.08
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4.1	adding chimney sections

Figure 4.1b

TP - Adding Chimney Section
W415-0711 / 10.03.08

Figure 4.1a
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4.2	offset chimney installation

Figure 4.2

TP - Offset Chimney Installation
W415-0711 / 10.03.08
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4.3

installing flashing and storm collar

Figure 4.3

4.4

Connection to a masonry chimney
Figure 4.4a-b

Figure 4.4c

TP - Installing Flashing & Storm Collar
TP - Connection to a Masonry Chimney
W415-0711 / 10.03.08
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5.0	fireplace INSTALLATION
5.1

FRAMING

In order to avoid the possibility of exposed insulation or vapour barrier coming in contact with the
fireplace body, it is recommended that the walls of the fireplace enclosure be “finished” (i.e.: drywall /
sheetrock), as you would finish any other outside wall of a home. This will ensure that clearance to
combustibles is maintained within the cavity.
A minimum of 6 inches to combustible materials is required to both sides of the fireplace, see
"MINIMUM CLEARANCE TO COMBUSTIBLES" section.

Figure 5.1

* Allow for finished floor and hearth thickness when setting these dimensions.
** When constructing the enclosure allow for finishing material thickness and to maintain clearances.
W415-0711 / 10.03.08
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5.2	finishing

Use only a non-combustible material to finish the face of the fireplace. A non-combustible material such
as cement board is required for this purpose.
Ventilation openings are required in enclosures up to 96" high. They are recommended for all enclosures.
Above 84" combustible finishing materials may be used on the front face.
Do not insulate around the fireplace.
The fireplace is shipped with a template that is 1/8" larger on the top, bottom
and each side than the faceplate. Leave the template in place when installing
the finishing material.

Figure 5.2a
Figure 5.2b

W415-0711 / 10.03.08

5.3	enclosure ventilation
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Figure 5.3a

NOTE: As an alternate to grates a 1" x 40" wide gap can be left in the bottom and top of any finishing
material to circulate the air from the floor, around the fireplace and out the top.

Figure 5.3b

W415-0711 / 10.03.08
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5.4

minimum MANTEL CLEARANCES

Facing, mantel and / or finishing materials must not interfere with air flow through air openings, louvres,
operation of louvres or doors or access for service.
An optional combustible mantel must be a minimum of 12" above the top of the faceplate and not to extend
more than 2" from the surface. See chart below for further information.

Figure 5.4

Mantel Dimensions
Depth

Ref

Height

A

37 3/16”

B

12”

2"

C

14”

4"

D

16”

6"

E

18”

8"

TP - Mantel Faceplate
W415-0711 / 10.03.08
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6.0	fireplace finishing

6.1	baffle and insulation blanket installation

Operation of the fireplace without the baffles can result in excessive temperatures that could
damage the fireplace, chimney and the surrounding enclosure.
The NZ3000 contains two identical baffle pieces. Lay the first piece to the back of the fireplace on top of the
Secondary Air Tubes and interlock the second piece as illustrated.
NOTE: Insulation blanket lays on top of baffle filling any gaps around baffle.

Figure 6.1

INSULATION
BLANKET
BAFFLE

SECONDARY
AIR TUBES
ANDIRON

W415-0711 / 10.03.08
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6.2

FACE PLATE, UPPER Grille, KEYSTONE AND DOOR INSTALLATION

6.2.1	REMOVE TEMPLATE

(Once all the finished facing material has been installed)
1. Remove the screws, template, and discard.

Figure 6.2.1

6.2.2 FACEPLATE, HINGE, ASH LIP AND AIR CONTROL ARM INSTALLATION
NOTE: The faceplate is shipped with the upper and lower grilles assembled. Remove both grilles before proceeding.
Figure 6.2.2
1. Assemble the air control arm by removing
the 2nd screw, rotating the arm in line and
re-installing the screw.
2. Install the ash lip.
3. Install the faceplate, ensure the air
control arm fits through the air control
slot and operates smoothly.

W415-0711 / 10.03.08
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6.2.3 H336-WI DOOR ASSEMBLY
Install hardware as shown in the order of 1 through 4.
NOTE: Doors may need to be adjusted to ensure air tightness.
Figure 6.2.3b

Figure 6.2.3a

LEFT DOOR
ASSEMBLY

RIGHT DOOR
ASSEMBLY

** The final angle of the left door handle should mirror the right door handle in the closed position. Tighten the
nut to secure the handle at the desired angle.

6.2.4	DOOR AND TRIM INSTALLATION
1. Install hinges to firebox front. (Later
adjustment may be required see 4).

Figure 6.2.4

2. Install the top trim.
3. Install the bottom
trim.
4. Install doors. Adjust
to desired fit, see
FIGURE 6.2.3b.
Bottom, Latch
Adjustment:
For desired tightness,
place appropriate quantity
of washers between latch
and door.
Top, Door Adjustment:
Adjust to tighten the top
of the door.

W415-0711 / 10.03.08
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6.2.5 Optional spark SCREEN INSTALLATION

Never leave fireplace operating unsupervised with spark screen in place.
Use caution when placing this spark screen on an operating fireplace.
Turn off the blower before operating with the spark screen.
Use only Wolf Steel approved optional accessories and replacement parts with this appliance. Using
non-listed accessories and replacement parts (blowers, doors, louvres, trims, gas components, vent
components, etc.) could result in a safety hazard and will void the limited lifetime warranty.
Use the spark screen when you are in the room to enjoy the ambience of an
open, wood crackling fire.

Figure 6.2.5

Medium sized wood loads should be used to prevent logs
from rolling against the spark screen.
Chimney action may not allow the spark screen to be used
in some installations due to the resulting smoke spillage.
Wood will burn at a faster rate and heat output will be
less with the spark screen compared to the stove
operation with the glass doors closed.
Do not use any type of wood that produces excess
sparks. (ie. Cedar)
Spark screen must be removed in order to close the
glass operating doors.
1. Open the glass operating doors.
2. Tilt the top of the spark screen forward and slide the top clip behind the top edge of the stove opening.
3. Swing the bottom of the spark screen into position, allowing the bottom clip to rest on the bottom opening.

W415-0711 / 10.03.08
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6.3	optional nz64 blower installation

All wiring should be done by a qualified electrician and shall be in compliance with local codes and
with the National Electric Code ANSI/NF No. 70-current (in the United States), or with the current
CSC22.1 Canadian Electric Code (in Canada).
This fireplace is supplied with two micro (pressure) switches (the blower on high draws 3.0 amps using
120V (approx. 360w) and a thermally activated switch.
Ensure that the pressure switch actuating arm protrudes through the
faceplate when installed and moves freely.
The blower will only operate when the doors are fully closed and the air control
is not set to it’s “super low” burn rate.
Figure 6.3
BLOWER INSTALLATION
A. Position the blower to an inside or outside wall
into a framed opening 12 3/8” wide by 10 1/2” high.
(Outside wall not recommended in colder climates as
cold air may be drawn into the house even when the
blower is off.)

Figure 6.3a

The blower housing should be installed onto a level
surface large enough to support the blower assembly.
Allow for finishing material when securing the blower
housing, as the grille mounts to the housing.
COLLAR INSTALLATION
B. Determine which side of the unit the blower is to be
located on. Remove and discard the cover plate and
install the 6” collar.
Secure by reaching through the collar and bending
the tabs.
Use sealant to ensure that the connection is air tight.

Figure 6.3b

ELECTRICAL CONNECTION
C. Remove the junction box covers on the fireplace and the
blower.
Removing the junction box cover on the fireplace
exposes 4 black, labeled wires:
Two wires labelled "by-pass" - go to by-pass (summer) switch
(not supplied - overrides the thermally activated switch enabling
the user to run the blower without heat).

Figure 6.3c-1

Important: If the by-pass, (summer) switch is not desired,
terminate the wires by attaching wire nuts to by-pass (summer) switch wire leads separately (do not connect together).
One wire labelled "blower" - connects to KB-35
rheostat (not supplied) and then KB-35 blower wire connects to
white blower wire.
One wire labelled "L1" - connects to power (hot lead).
- Removing the junction box cover on the blower
exposes 3 coloured wires:
W415-0711 / 10.03.08
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One black wire
- connects to power "L2"
(neutral lead).
One green wire
- connects to ground.
One white wire
- connects to KB-35
rheostat (not supplied)
See above.

Figure 6.3c-2

Figure 6.3d

VENT CONNECTION
D. Connect the 6” liner to the 6" fireplace collar and
blower collars. Secure using 3 screws on each end
and seal with caulking. Liner stretches to a
maximum of 10’.
Grille AND FILTER INSTALLATION
E. Insert the filter into the grille. Foam gasket (1/2” weather
stripping) between the grille and blower housing is
recommended, but not supplied. The blower filter is
washable. The bottom lip of the grille latches over the
bottom lip of the housing. Use two screws to secure
the top of the grille to the facing.

W415-0711 / 10.03.08

Figure 6.3e
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6.4	nz64 blower replacement
Figure 6.4a

Figure 6.4b

Figure 6.4c

Figure 6.4d

Figure 6.4f

TP - NZ64 Blower Replacement
W415-0711 / 10.03.08
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7.0 OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

Expansion / contraction noises during heating up and cooling down cycles are normal and to be expected.

Tips for burning:
• Create a large fire to heat up the fireplace before adjusting to a slower burn.
• To create a large, quick burning fire, use small pieces of wood.
• For a lower, but extended burn, stack larger pieces of wood close together.
• For long burns, leave a 1-2" bed of ashes.
• Burn dry wood only.
• With the exception of overnight burns, create large, quick burning fires whenever possible. Smaller, slow burning
fires, using large logs, cause the glass to become dirty. Larger, quick burning fires using medium sized wood to
refuel frequently are much more efficient.

7.1

Heater operation
Primary combustion air enters through the air control inlet box regulated by a draft control, travels up the side
through a duct and enters the top centre of the combustion chamber into a preheating airwash located across
the top and then down the window to feed the fire and also to ensure that the glass remains clean.
Secondary air feeds directly into the combustion chamber at hearth level then travels to the secondary air
chamber and shoots out to oxidize the gases rising to the smoke exit.

7.2

OPERATING SOUNDS AND SMELLS
A slight humming sound may be heard depending on the location of the blower. This sound may be
minimized by turning down the blower speed.
When first installed, the fireplace and the steel are cold and must become hot before the fireplace will function
well. During the break-in period (the first 2 or 3 fires) create only small, hot fires using kindling; this will allow
the firebrick to cure. Do not be alarmed if small hairline cracks develop in the firebrick. This is a normal
occurrence and does not pose a safety hazard. The paint may also smell a little for the first few fires as it
cures and you may wish to open a door or window to alleviate the smell.
There are many different ways to start a fire, review the hints and warnings in this section to ensure the fire is
started properly.

7.3	starting a fire
Always operate this appliance with the door closed and latched except during start up and re-fueling
or when using the spark screen. Always wear gloves to prevent injury. Do not leave the fire unattended when the door is unlatched or when using a spark screen as unstable wood could fall out of the
fire chamber creating a fire hazard to your home.
Never leave children unattended when there is a fire burning in the fireplace.
Make sure the air control lever is on high (far left position). You may also open the doors 1" to 2" during the first
five minutes of start-up, if additional air is needed see "COMBUSTION AIR" section.
Never use gasoline, gasoline-type lantern fuel, kerosene, charcoal lighter fluid, or similar liquids to start or
freshen-up a fire in this fireplace. Keep all such liquids well away from the fireplace while it is in use.
If using a firestarter, use only products specifically designed for fireplaces - follow the manufacturer's
instructions carefully.
Remove all source of gasoline or other flammable vapours and liquids in the vicinity of this or other
appliances prior to lighting.
Use plenty of newspaper and kindling to ensure the fireplace reaches a proper temperature. Once the kindling
is burning rapidly, place a few larger pieces of wood onto the fire.
Tip: When first lighting a fire, if the smoke is not quickly drawn into the chimney, there may be a downdraft or
cold air in the chimney. By first burning large amounts of crumpled newspaper, the chimney will get heated and
the smoke will quickly vent up the chimney.

W415-0711 / 10.03.08
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7.4

draft control

Always operate this fireplace with the door closed and latched except
during start-up and re-fueling.
Draft is the force which moves air from the fireplace up through the chimney. The amount of draft in your
chimney depends on the length of the chimney, local geography, nearby obstructions and other forces.
Adjusting the draft control regulates the temperature. The draft can be adjusted from a low burn rate with the
air control on the low setting to a fast burn rate with the air control on the high setting (far left position).
Inadequate draft may cause back-puffing into the room and may cause plugging of the chimney. Too much
draft may cause an excessive temperature in the fireplace, glowing red fireplace parts or an uncontrollable
burn which can all lead to a chimney fire or a permanent damage to the unit.

7.5

Starting the fire
Figure 7.5a

A. To start, a brisk fire is required.
Roll up some newspaper
(loosely crumpled), light it and
place it near the fireplace flue
until the chimney begins to
draw.
Figure 7.5d

D. To maintain a brisk fire, a hot
coal bed must be established
and maintained.

Figure 7.5b

B. Cover with dry kindling.

Figure 7.5e

E. Slowly add larger wood (2x4
size pieces). Lay the pieces
length wise from side to side
in the hot coal bed with a
shallow trench between, so that
the primary air can flow directly
into this trench and ignite the
fuel above.

Figure 7.5c

C. Fully open the draft control. See
"OPERATING INSTRUCTION"
Section. Light the paper and
leave the door slightly ajar (one
to two inches) until all kindling is
burning.
Figure 7.5f

F. When the fire seems to be at its
peak, medium sized logs may
be added. Once these logs have
caught fire, carefully close the
doors.

When a fire is burning, open the doors slowly to avoid drawing smoke into the room.
Closing the doors too quickly after refuelling will reduce the firebox temperature and may result in an
unsatisfactory burn.
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G. As soon as the doors are closed, you will observe a change in the Figure 7.5g
flame pattern. The flames will get smaller and lazier because less Operating with door closed
oxygen is getting into the combustion chamber. The flames,
however, are more efficient. The flames will remain lazy but
become larger again as soon as the firebricks have been heated
thoroughly and the chimney becomes heated and provides a good
draft.
H. With the doors opened the fire is wastefully drawing heated room
air up the chimney, certainly not desirable. Always operate with
the doors fully closed once the medium sized logs have caught
fire.
You can now add larger pieces of wood and operate the fireplace
normally. Once the fireplace is entirely hot, it will burn very
efficiently with little smoke from the chimney. There will be a bed of
hot coals in the firebox so you can safely fill the firebox with wood to
the top of the andirons.
Can't get the fireplace operating? Use more kindling and paper.
Assuming the chimney and vent are sized correctly and there is
sufficient combustion air, the lack of sufficiently dry quantities of small
kindling is the problem. Thumb size is a good gauge for small kindling
diameter.

Figure 7.5h
Operating with door open

Can't get heat out of the fireplace? One of two things may have
happened. The fireplace door may have been closed prematurely and
the fireplace itself has not reached optimum temperature.
Re-open the door and/or draft control to
re-establish a brisk fire. The other problem may have been wet wood.
The typical symptom is sizzling wood and moisture being driven from
the wood.
NOTE: Fireplaces surrounded by solid rock or brick, will
experience a longer heat up period as those materials absorb
the heat being generated.

Burning your fireplace with the doors open or ajar creates a fire hazard that may result in a house
and or chimney fire.
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7.6	fuel loading and burn cycle
The bricks will be nearly all white and the glass mostly clear. The whiteness of the bricks and the cleanness of the
glass are good indicators of your operating efficiency.
Not enough heat is produced when only one or two pieces of wood are burned.
A minimum of three pieces are needed to encase a bed of coals that sustains the fire. Loosely stacked wood burns
quicker than a tightly packed load.
Wood burns in cycles rather than giving a steady output of heat. It is best to plan these cycles around your
household routine so that only enough coals are left to start the next load. In the evening, load your fireplace, at
least, a half-hour before bed to ensure the fire is hot enough to close the draft control for an overnight burn.
Burn only dry seasoned wood. It produces more heat and less soot or creosote. Do not burn ocean beach wood. Its
salt content can produce a metal eating acid.

Figure 7.6a
Insufficient firewood

7.7

Figure 7.6b
Sufficient firewood

re-loading the fireplace
When refuelling open the door slowly to prevent smoke spillage. Use a pair of long fireplace gloves when
feeding the fire. Keep a small steel shovel nearby to use as a poker and to remove ashes. Do not store wood
within 4 feet (1m) of the fireplace.
Follow the directions below to minimize smoke spillage while re-loading the fireplace.
A. Move the air control to high.
B. Open the door slightly. Allow the airflow inside the firebox to stabilize before opening the doors fully.
C. Load wood to the top of the cast retainers and burn at a medium low setting.

Do not store fuel within the clearance to combustibles, or in the space required
for re-fueling and ash removal.
Burning wet, unseasoned wood can cause excessive creosote accumulation. When ignited it can
cause a chimney fire that may result in a serious house fire.

7.8	flash fires
Figure 7.8

A flash fire is a small fire burned quickly when you don't need much
heat. After your kindling has "caught", load at least 3 pieces of wood,
stacked loosely. Burn with the draft control fully open or closed only
slightly.
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7.9	overnight burn
Figure 7.9

A. Get the fireplace hot by moving the air control to high and
letting the fireplace burn for 15 minutes.
B. Load your larger pieces of wood compactly, packed close
enough to prevent the flames from penetrating it completely.
C. After approximately 30 minutes, depending on the size of the
load, reduce the draft control setting making sure that the
fire is not extinguished.
D. In the morning the fireplace should still be hot, with embers in
the coal bed. Stir the coals and load small pieces of wood to
re-ignite the fire, if desired.

Note: Differences in chimney height and draft may lower overall burn times.
Do not overfire the fireplace! Overfiring can occur by burning large amounts of smaller wood
pieces or vigorously burning large loads of wood with the draft control on "HIGH" (fully open) for long
periods of time (one or two hours).

7.10	ash removal procedures

Improper disposal of ashes result in fires. Do not discard ashes in cardboard boxes, dump in back
yards, or store in garages.
If using a vacuum to clean up ashes, be sure the ashes are entirely cooled. Using a vacuum to clean
up warm ashes could cause a fire inside the vacuum.
A bed of ashes approximately 1" deep should be left on the firebox
bottom to help maintain a hot charcoal bed. When the fire has burned
down and cooled, remove any excess ashes. To remove the ash,
follow the directions below.
A. After the last coal has extinguished, let the fireplace cool at
least two hours.
B. Open the fireplace doors.
C. Scoop the ash from the firebox into a metal, airtight, container
with a lid. Cover the container with the lid and move the container
away from the fireplace onto a suitable non-combustible surface
Figure 7.10
to ensure the ashes cool. Dispose of the ashes.
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8.0 maintenance
8.1

run-away or chimney fire

A chimney fire can permanently damage your chimney system. This damage can only be repaired
by replacing the damaged component parts. Chimney fires are not covered by the lifetime
limited warranty.
CAUSES:
1. Using incorrect fuel, or small fuel pieces which would normally be used as kindling.
2. Leaving the door ajar too long and creating extreme temperatures as the air rushes in the open door.
3. Improperly installed or worn gaskets.
4. Creosote build up in chimney.
Solutions:
1. Do not burn treated or processed wood, coal, charcoal, coloured paper or cardboard.
2. Be careful not to overfire the fireplace by leaving the door open too long after the initial start-up.
3. Replace worn, dried out (inflexible) gaskets.
4. Have chimney regularly cleaned.
What to do if a run-away or chimney fire starts:
1. Close the draft fully (lowest position).
2. Call the local fire department.
3. Examine the chimney, attic and roof of the house, to see if any part has become hot enough to catch fire.
If necessary spray with a fire extinguisher or water from a garden hose.
4. Do not operate the fireplace again until you are certain the chimney has not been damaged.

8.2

FIRE EXTINGUISHERS AND SMOKE DETECTORS
All homes with a solid fuel burning fireplace should have at least one fire extinguisher in a central location,
known to all, and at least one smoke detector in the room containing the fireplace. If it sounds an alarm,
correct the cause but do not de-activate or relocate the smoke detector.

8.3	GLASS AND GASKET REPLACEMENT

Make sure that the glass and gasket are fully installed down into the glass retainer. If the glass
protrudes too far out of the retainer, the glass will shatter when the door is closed.
At the end of each burning season inspect the door gasket ensuring that it is not worn or loose. Replace with
proper fiberglass rope. The purpose of door gasketing is to seal the firebox. If the doors are not sealed, air
leaks into the firebox, creating a quick burning fire. This situation is not desirable for overnight or extended
burns.
Replace cracked or broken glass immediately. When re-installing the glass, be sure that the glass and gasket
create a solid seal around door frame. Follow the instructions below for glass removal. You man require a flat
tool to gently press the gasket between the glass and the door.
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Figure 8.3c

Figure 8.3a-b

8.4

8.5

CREOSOTE FORMATION AND REMOVAL

When wood is burned slowly, it produces tar and other organic
vapours which combine with expelled moisture to form
creosote. These vapours condense in the relatively cooler
chimney flue of a slow burning fire and when ignited, make an
extremely hot fire. Check your chimney for creosote and soot
build-up monthly until a safe frequency for cleaning is
established (minimum once a year). If accumulation is
excessive, clean the chimney. You may want to call a
professional chimney sweep to clean it. Both the chimney and
the fireplace have to be cleaned at least once a year or as often
as necessary.

Figure 8.4

SELECTING WOOD
Burn only dry, clean unpainted wood that has been seasoned. It produces more heat and less soot or creosote.
Freshly cut wood contains about 50% moisture while after proper seasoning only about 20% of the water
remains. As wood is burned, this water boils off consuming energy that should be used in heating. The
wetter the wood, the less heat is given off and the more creosote is produced. Dry firewood has cracks in the
end grain.
Both hardwood and
softwood burn equally well in
this fireplace but hardwood,
which is denser, will weigh
more per cord and burn a
little slower and longer.
Firewood should be split and
stacked in a manner that air
can get to all parts of it and
Figure 8.5a
covered in early spring to be
ready for burning that fall.
Figure 8.5b
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9.0	REPLACEMENTS

FIREPLACE AND ACCESSORY REPLACEMENT PARTS
REF

PART NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

1

W300-0103

DOOR GLASS

2*

W562-0049

DOOR GASKET 7/8

3*

W562-0050

DOOR GASKET - CENTRE 5/8

4*

W010-1933

GLASS & GASKET

5*

W690-0005

120V THERMOSTAT

6

W090-0146

BRICK, FRONT LEFT

7

W090-0147

BRICK, FRONT SIDE (2PC REQUIRED)

8

W090-0148

BRICK, SIDE (2PC REQUIRED)

9

W090-0149

BRICK, REAR

10

W090-0150

BRICK, BASE RIGHT SIDE

11

W090-0151

BRICK, BASE LEFT SIDE

12

W090-0156

BRICK, FRONT RIGHT

13

W018-0107

BAFFLE (2 pc required)

14*

KB35

VARIABLE SPEED CONTROL - INCLUDING KNOB

15*

W660-0065

HEAT SENSOR

16

W010-1776

LEFT DOOR ASSEMBLY (INCLUDES GLASS, GASKET & HANDLE / LATCH HARDWARE)

17

W010-1775

RIGHT DOOR ASSEMBLY (INCLUDES GLASS, GASKET & HANDLE / LATCH HARDWARE)

18*

W361-0078

BAFFLE BLANKET

19*

W325-0048

PRIMARY AIR CONTROL HANDLE

20

W325-0029

DOOR HANDLE - BIRD CAGE

21

W715-0773

ANDIRONS

22*

W385-0334

NAPOLEON® LOGO

23

W010-1974

SECONDARY AIR MANIFOLD (INCLUDES AIR TUBES)

24

W720-0126

SECONDARY AIR TUBE

25*

W290-0142

GASKET, SECONDARY AIR MANIFOLD

26*

W450-0028

NUT, HEX BRASS

27*

W010-1896

PILOT TUBE

28*

W615-0106

SPACER

29

W660-0079

SWITCH, PRESSURE SWING DOOR

30*

W250-0005

BLOWER FILTER

31

W305-0007

BLOWER Grille

32

W290-0148

ANCHOR PLATE GASKET

TP - Replacements
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ACCESSORIES
REF

PART NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

33

H336-WI

ARCHED DOUBLE DOORS - WROUGHT IRON FINISH

34

FPWI3

FACEPLATE ARCHED - WROUGHT IRON FINISH

35

NSK3

ARCHED Spark screen KIT

35*

NZ220

GRAVITY HOT AIR VENT KIT

37*

NM228-M

FLUE TILE SUPPORT

38

NZ64

BLOWER KIT

39*

NZ62CH

CENTRAL HEATING SYSTEM
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10.0

TROUBLE SHOOTING GUIDE

TP - Trouble Shooting_Wood
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Rating plate is located behind the fireplace faceplate.
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11.0	RATING PLATE LOCATION
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Date

Dealer Name

Service Technician
Name

Service Performed

This heater must be serviced annually depending on usage.

Appliance Service History
Special Concerns

41

12.0	fireplace service history

TP - Service History
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13.0	notes

TP - Notes
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